Meeting with ED, MTNL, New Delhi on 29.6.2010
Sh. A.K Kaushik General secy. TEAM met with Executive Director
MTNL Delhi unit on 29-06-2010 along with Sh. V.P.Bhardwaj
Asstt General Secy. TEAM , Sh. Ram Gopal Cicrcle Secy.TEAM
Delhi Circle,SH. K.C. Vats Organising Secy. TEAM Delhi Cicrle
,Sh. Ajay Sharma Asstt. Circle secy. TEAM Delhi Circle and Sh.
Somnath Asst. Circle Secy. TEAM Delhi circle, Many points
discussed with him in a healthy and Peaceful atmosphere.
1)Officiating promotion in each Executive cadre :The association
raised the issue of officiating promotion in each cadre of
Executive , as the same are being denied by MTNL management
Delhi unit without any particular and specific reason. ED tried to
pacify the issue taking a shelter , in name of negative growth.
The association reminded him that still there are more than 37
GMs working in Delhi unit and even as per existing norms these
post cannot be justified . Then ED did not give any specific reply
to the quarries of association . At last General Secy. categorically
told to ED MTNL Delhi unit that this type of dual attitude can not
be accepted by Executives and promotions are to be given to
eligible executives as per existing Norms. ED promised to look
into the matter very soon.
2) Replacement of Garuda connection with Dolphin sim to all
executives: The association raised the issue of replacement of
Garuda connection with Dolphin Sim to all executives. ED Delhi
unit told that issue is related with corporate office's policy
therefore he will try to resolve the issue with due consultation
with corporate office.
3) Release of promotion list for PAs to E2 : The association raised
this issue. ED replied that work is being done in this direction and
list will be released very soon.
4) Smooth procedure of financial upgrading of Executives: The
association raised this issue and recalled him that the present
constitution of forming DPC for financial upgrading is being
expired there for just on this ground the DPC for financial up
gradation should not be delayed . ED assured that he is aware of
this fact and promised that financial up gradation DPC will be
done smoothly.

5) Posting of Newly recruited JAOs: The association asked ED that
the JAOs recruited by MTNL Delhi unit are not being properly
utilized they are just being used for Audit work and some Liaison
work ;whereas the shortage of JAOs in all most all areas is being
felt. Therefore the JAOs must be posted to areas as per need
without further delay.
ED assured that he will ask all area GMs for the need of JAOs and
will post them as per requirement.
6) Acute Shortage of Material in Delhi Unit: It was told to ED that
all areas are facing the problem of Shortage of all type of
material (Drop wire ,Clip phone , jointing kits , Jumper wire ,
Modem , Exchange battery etc.) since long back and MTNL is
unable in giving fault free services to the subscribers in the
absence of perfect services, the subscribers are running away
From MTNL. ED assured that the Position of Delhi as whole shall
be reviewed .
7) Training after Financial upgrading: It was told by association
that after financial up gradation in last October 09 no training
schedulehas been prepared by MTNL administration, so keeping
in view the condition of second increment after training the
schedule for training to all eligible executive shall be prepared
and implemented at the earliest. ED assured to look into the
matter shortly.
8) Financial Viability of MTNL : The association raised this issue
and shared the worry of association with ED . The association
placed many fruit full suggestions to ED for increasing financial
strength of MTNL .ED took a serious note of all suggestions and
informed association that in this direction they are working for
example renting out MTNL building in commercial place is being
seriously pursued.
9) Association informed that lot of OFC cables are lying faulty
from feb-2009 and the system is running without any ring or at
single link. Its creates a connectivity problems for land line as
well as mobile subscribers in busy hours or at the time of damage
of the any further OFC cables.
The meeting ended with thanks to ED in cordial atmosphere.
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